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PILOT JUDGMENT TRAINING AND EVALUATION -- VOLUME III

This manual explains how the flight instructor is to present the judgment training to the students, outlines the content of the Student Manual, presents two sets of lessons for the instructor to conduct during flight training, and contains support materials for the instructor.

The Introduction discusses the instructor's role as a coach of learning and the value of using behavior modification in teaching. Units I, II, and III are teaching outlines for parallel units in the Student Manual presenting judgment concepts, behavioral aspects and applications of judgment training. Units IV and V contain instructor initiated exercises designed to develop, focus, and reinforce the student's judgment-making abilities during flight training activities. Unit VI recites basic management principles of the judgment training course, and the Appendices contain various forms and other instructional support documents.

The associated volumes of the document are Volume I--Technical Summary, and Volume II--Student Manual.
### Metric Conversion Factors

#### Approximate Conversions to Metric Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>When You Know</th>
<th>Multiply by</th>
<th>To Find</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LENGTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>centimeters</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft</td>
<td>yards</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd</td>
<td>miles</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>kilometers</td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AREA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sq in</td>
<td>square feet</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sq ft</td>
<td>square yards</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>square meters</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sq yd</td>
<td>acres</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>hectares</td>
<td>ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASS (weight)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oz</td>
<td>pounds</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>kilograms</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb</td>
<td>short tons</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>short tons</td>
<td>(2000 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VOLUME</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsp</td>
<td>tablespoons</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>milliliters</td>
<td>ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tbsp</td>
<td>fluid ounces</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>fluid ounces</td>
<td>fl oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>pints</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>liters</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pt</td>
<td>quarts</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>liters</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qt</td>
<td>gallons</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>liters</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gal</td>
<td>cubic feet</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>cubic meters</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gal</td>
<td>cubic yards</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>cubic meters</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEMPERATURE (exact)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>°C</td>
<td>Fahrenheit</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>°F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** 1 foot = 0.3048 meters, 1 meter = 3.2808 feet, 1 mile = 1.6093 kilometers, 1 square yard = 0.8361 square meters, 1 short ton = 2000 pounds, 1 inch = 2.54 centimeters, 1 pound = 0.4536 kilograms, 1 liter = 0.2642 gallons, 1 acre = 0.4047 hectares, 1° Celsius = 32° Fahrenheit - 32 (add 32)
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INTRODUCTION

This manual contains instructions for administering the training program contained in the Student Manual, and two sets of in-flight training activities that you, the flight instructor, present directly to each student. The Instructor Manual supplements the Student Manual, and is not designed to be a stand-alone document. It is essential that you use the Student Manual as the primary teaching document.

Learn the Student Manual. The material contained in the Student Manual constitutes about 80 percent of the judgment training course. This Instructor Manual outlines the material contained in the Student Manual, explains how to present the material to your students, and provides guidance on how to resolve student difficulties regarding the material.

This Instructor Manual will not, however, teach you the material that students must learn from the Student Manual itself. This material is critical to the success of the judgment training program. You must carefully study and complete all of the lessons contained in the Student Manual. Merely becoming familiar with the material is not sufficient. You must know the material as well as, or better than, your best student. Learning the material is not difficult because the Student Manual requires a minimum of study and memorization. By reading the lessons and completing the exercises you, as well as your students, will learn most or all of the material.

Use the scenarios to full advantage. The Student Manual contains numerous brief stories and examples of pilots using judgment. The "scenarios" are taken from reports of actual accidents and incidents. Some have been slightly altered to fit requirements of the lesson. Aviation traditionally tries to learn from its mistakes, and it is to this end that numerous "actual event" scenarios are presented. Use these scenarios in two ways. First, emphasize to the student the reality of the situations. They are not like word problems thought up as practice exercises for algebra students. They are flight judgment situations which have actually occurred. Similar situations continue to occur year after year. Second, discuss the scenarios and the accompanying exercises with your students. If possible, enrich these discussions by adding stories from your own experiences. This is to be encouraged because discussion of actual incidents and personal experiences may lead the student to improve his own judgment.
In-flight training is entirely up to you. This Instructor Manual contains two sets of training activities (in units IV and V) which you are to present to the student in conjunction with flight training. These lessons do not appear in the Student Manual because they depend entirely upon your interaction with the student. No learning of new material is necessary because the lessons are experiential exercises. In these lessons, the students apply what they have learned from the judgment training materials to actual flight situations. As you study units I through III of this Instructor Manual, be alert to ways to incorporate the judgment training materials into your own methods of flight instruction. This will help prepare you for teaching units IV and V.

THE INSTRUCTOR'S ROLE IN TRAINING.

This training is designed to help pilots overcome a variety of circumstances which may result in poor pilot judgment. As the flight instructor, you are the key part of this program. Your attitude and your approach to flying may often influence students more than any specific lesson in the judgment training program. Help your students develop good judgment and sound flying practices by always setting a good example and by giving them your support and encouragement throughout this program.

To help prepare yourself for your role, think about the difference between the instructor as an evaluator and the instructor as a coach. The flight instructor who acts as an evaluator sees his role as one of telling the student what to do, and then monitoring the student's performance. He makes assignments, watches performance, answers questions, measures performance, and indicates how well the student has done. The amount of learning accomplished is basically up to the student. The flight instructor spends most of his time observing the student and reporting on his or her performance.

In contrast, think of the instructor as a coach. In this role, the instructor actively stimulates learning. The instructor not only makes assignments and watches to see what happens, he also helps the student learn through demonstration and personalized instruction. He does more than just answer questions — he asks them. He does more than point out errors — he encourages the correct ways of doing things.
Similarly, the baseball umpire who calls balls and strikes is only concerned with evaluating performance; he is not interested in helping the pitcher get the batter out. In contrast, the pitching coach instructs the pitcher during practice and then supports the pitcher as much as he can during the game. A win for the pitcher is a win for the team, so the coach plays an active role in his pitcher's development and performance. Simply put, your approach to your flight students should match that of the pitching coach.

How do you instruct as a coach? First, be actively involved with your students as people. A student learns more when he realizes that his instructor knows him as an unique individual. Determine what makes the student unique. What are his or her interests, strengths, and weaknesses? Show the student that you know and care about him or her. One day a student is alert and ready to learn; another day the student is tired or has something on his or her mind. Respond to changes in the student from day to day.

Students, like other people, will often find it difficult to tell you what is on their minds. How can you help a student learn to be more open? Listen and respond constructively. If a student admits a mistake, praise him for his willingness to be objective, discuss the reasons for the mistake, and help him correct the situation.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION.

An excellent way to be a learning coach is to practice methods of behavior modification. In behavior modification, you deal only with the actual behavior of the student. There is no attempt to guess at his or her motives, change his or her ideas, or develop his or her will power. Your attention is focused completely on what the student actually says or does. Your responses to the students are most effective when they relate directly to specific observable actions or statements.

The basic concepts of behavior modification are simple, but the applications take some practice. When you first try to apply them, you may feel somewhat awkward. With practice, you will feel increasingly comfortable and after the first few months, the use of these principles will become as automatic as doing flight maneuvers.
The first thing to remember is:

BEHAVIOR FOLLOWED BY REINFORCEMENT WILL CONTINUE

A reinforcement is simply anything desirable which follows a specific behavior. In practice, this may consist of such ordinary things as a smile, praise, or information that the student has done something correctly.

The second thing to remember is:

BEHAVIOR FOLLOWED BY PUNISHMENT MAY DECREASE

Generally, punishment is not an effective way to correct erroneous or undesirable behavior. If the punishment is potent or highly painful, it will reduce the likelihood of repeating undesirable behavior. However, it does not teach the student to substitute the correct response for the error. The student is as likely to substitute a different mistake as he or she is likely to learn the correct response. Mild punishment may cause the student to associate attention received from the instructor with a behavior and thereby increase the chances that he or she will repeat the mistake. In addition, any type of punishment may have a variety of undesirable side effects which could range from student discomfort to active anger or hostility directed against the flight instructor.

Still, punishment related training techniques are often thought to work. At one time, Israeli flight instructors were convinced that punishment worked. They yelled at students who made bad mistakes, and the mistakes were rarely repeated. However, a close examination of the flight records showed that bad mistakes were not often made to begin with. Whether instructors yelled or not, the mistakes were unlikely to happen again. Researchers found no hard evidence that threats, yelling, making students feel guilty, or other forms of punishment actually improved learning.

There is also little evidence that pleading, persuasion, or appeals to a student's better nature will improve learning. Appropriate learning is most effectively achieved by the systematic rewarding of correct responses. The problem is to identify objectives—the exact behavior responses you wish to occur—and then to reward or reinforce them when they happen.
RULES FOR BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION.

To become a behavior modifier you should apply these four basic rules:

1. **BE VERY CLEAR ABOUT LEARNING OBJECTIVES.** Exactly what behaviors do you want the student to learn? The judgment training program spells out many of the specific things that the student is to learn. For example, the three subject areas and the six action ways.

2. **IN THE EARLY STAGES OF LEARNING, REINFORCE GENEROUSLY.** The entire course of learning is influenced by its early stages. In the first parts of any sequence, proceed slowly but reinforce or reward as frequently as possible. You should look for responses that can be rewarded. After a firm beginning, later stages can be handled more quickly and simply. Reinforcements range from a smile, to verbal approval, to simple close attention, to making a special record of excellent performance.

3. **SHIFT SLOWLY FROM CONTINUOUS TO OCCASIONAL REWARDS.** In the early stages, all correct responses should be rewarded. As time passes and responses become automatic, you should decrease the frequency of your praise or attention. The strongest learning is established in the final stages when rewards are irregularly made at fairly long intervals. If the student has come to expect continuous rewards from his instructor and they suddenly cease, there is a good chance that the established learning pattern will break down and that learning will cease. However, if the reinforcement becomes less and less frequent, the behavior will more easily come under control of other rewards such as the student's own satisfaction or competence.

4. **SHAPE EXISTING BEHAVIORS INTO DESIRED BEHAVIORS.** You cannot wait for the desired behavior to occur and then reinforce it. It is necessary to shape current behaviors into the required form.

In learning to taxi an airplane, for example, students are not able to directly transfer automobile driving experiences to the aircraft where feet and hands are used quite differently. In shaping behavior, your goal is to move the student's responses through a series of closer and closer approximations until they match the required standards. Do this by reinforcing behaviors near the desired performance, then gradually increase the performance requirements until the desired behavior is reached.

Critique and correct the existing behavior, not the person. In other words, tell the student specifically what needs to be changed to meet the learning objective. Do not make general
statements of disapproval or correction. Say, "You need to be firmer on the rudder pedals as you flare," NOT, "Your landings are sloppy and need more work."

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION REVIEW.

1. Behavior followed by reinforcement will continue.

2. Behavior followed by punishment may decrease. However, punishment does not help the student substitute the correct behavior for the error.

3. Be very clear about learning objectives.

4. In the early stages of learning, reinforce generously.

5. Shift slowly from continuous to occasional reinforcement.

6. Shape existing behaviors into desired behaviors.
UNIT I

TEACHING JUDGMENT CONCEPTS

OBJECTIVES OF THE UNIT.

Unit I of the student manual contains concepts and terms which are used throughout the judgment training course. The success of this training greatly depends upon getting the student to think more carefully and more thoroughly about his judgment process at all times. Traditional pilot training emphasizes the pilot's knowledge about the aircraft and the flight environment. Judgment training focuses on the pilot's need for accurate and complete self-knowledge.

These terms and concepts of unit I have been especially designed to help you lead the student into modified patterns of thinking so as to produce better judgment. The terminology also provides the most concise, objective means possible of discussing pilot behavior in judgment related situations. For these reasons, it is essential that you know this new terminology and use it as often as possible during all flight training activities.

Students become acquainted with the terms and concepts by carefully reading unit I. These three lessons contain no student exercises. Memorization is not required. Rather, the exercises in unit III of the student workbook reinforce the learning of these new terms and concepts, as will your use of them throughout the student's flight training.

After your students have completed reading unit I, be sure that they understand each lesson. You may wish to give them a brief oral quiz to be certain that they do. Be prepared to discuss any problems and clear up any confusion. If a student does not clearly understand, review lessons 1 through 3 as necessary.

COMPLETION SCHEDULE.

Students should complete unit I as they work through the first 10 percent of their standard ground school training materials.
INDIVIDUAL LESSON CONTENT.

LESSON 1. This lesson introduces the student to three subject areas relevant to pilot judgment: the Pilot (P), the Aircraft (A) and the Environment (E). Conventional flight training focuses subject areas A and E. This judgment training focuses on the pilot's need to know more about area P, the pilot and how the pilot interacts with the aircraft (PA), the flight environment (PE), and the combination (PAE).

Lesson 1 also presents easy-to-learn terms for six decisive actions - the actions which result from pilot judgments. These decisive actions are verb phrases called "action ways". The six possible action ways are:

- **DO** = The pilot did something which he should not have done.
- **NO DO** = The pilot did not do something which he should have done.
- **UNDER DO** = The pilot did not do enough when he should have done more.
- **OVER DO** = The pilot did too much when he should have done less.
- **EARLY DO** = The pilot reacted too early when he should have waited.
- **LATE DO** = The pilot reacted too late when he should have reacted sooner.

The repetitive use of action ways in the following lessons will support you in teaching the student to substitute the desired response for the erroneous response.
LESSON 2. Lesson 2 introduces the Poor Judgment Behavior Chain. Once a poor judgment (PJ) is made, the probability is greater that another PJ will follow, until a sequence of poor judgments (a PJ chain) is established. As the PJ chain grows, the number of safe alternatives available to the pilot diminishes very rapidly. If the PJ chain is broken early the pilot may have more alternatives for successful recovery. The student is also taught what must be done to break the chain. The judgment training program uses elementary behavior modification to teach new responses to the pilot to effectively break the PJ sequence chain.

LESSON 3. In lesson 3, the student is taught to understand and apply the Three Mental Processes of Safe Flight. The pilot who consistently exercises good judgment is engaged in at least two of the three mental processes at all times during a flight. You will train the student to utilize these perceptual-motor skills during the flight training increments presented in unit IV of this manual.

The first of the three processes is called "Automatic Reaction" (AR). Two types of Automatic Reactions are taught. One type concerns maintaining positive, on-going control of the aircraft with a minimum of attention. The other concerns responses to unusual or emergency situations.

The second mental process is called "Problem Resolving" (PR). Problem Resolving is the mode of thinking that a pilot uses to overcome undesirable situations by means of a systematic process. The process consists of four steps:

Step 1: Uncover, analyze and define the problem.
Step 2. Consider the methods and the possible outcomes of possible solutions.
Step 3. Apply the selected solution.
Step 4. Obtain feedback about how the solution is working.

You may already have an approach to teaching problem resolution in the aircraft, or you may wish to use the four steps presented here as the basis of your instruction. Use whichever you prefer, but be certain that the student learns to view Problem Resolving as a mental process and not just an instant reaction involving no systematic forethought.

The third mental process is called "Repeated Reviewing" (RR). This is the mode of thinking used to find or to anticipate situations which may eventually require Problem Resolving or Automatic Reaction. It is the mental process that keeps the pilot constantly aware of all factors (Pilot/Aircraft/Environment) that contribute to safe flight.
UNIT II
TEACHING BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF JUDGMENT

OBJECTIVES.

Unit II of the student manual is designed to redirect a pilot's thinking in order to promote the consistent use of good judgment. This is done through two approaches. The first addresses the pilot's hazardous thought patterns. Specific hazardous thoughts are identified, and a way for pilots to substitute thoughts which promote good judgment is promoted. The second approach addresses the reduction in judgment-making ability that results from high stress levels. Students are taught how to deal with unusually high stress which threatens the effectiveness of their judgment-making ability.

COMPLETION SCHEDULE.

Unit II of the student manual should be completed during the first 20 to 25 percent of the student's standard private pilot training course. There is no material in this unit which requires advanced knowledge from the ground school training materials or from flight experience. Students must be exposed to this material early on in the pilot training process. The sooner the students know this foundation material, the sooner the knowledge can be put to applied use in conjunction with regular flight training activities.

INDIVIDUAL LESSON CONTENT.

LESSON 4. This lesson contains a brief self-assessment inventory to help the student gain an understanding of the relative strength of each of his or her hazardous thought patterns. If you have not as yet done so, please complete and score your own inventory before continuing. You will find the experience helpful in understanding the program and in assisting your students.

As your students work through this part of the program, explain how each of these thoughts can create trouble for the pilot - how they can lead to errors in pilot judgment. It is important for you to guide students without condemning them for having hazardous thoughts. We all may experience each of the five hazardous thoughts at one time or another. It is not intended that you analyze how the students think or that you "cure" them of hazardous thinking. This lesson's only purpose is to make the student pilot aware that various hazardous thought patterns exist which are likely to interfere with safe flying. The student manual is aimed at teaching the student the importance of moving away from such hazardous thinking to thinking that promotes good judgment.

By completing the self-assessment inventory, the student gains appreciation of the degree to which he or she may be influenced by one or more of the hazardous thoughts. The inventory is scored by
the student, and the score remains confidential. Be prepared, however, to answer any questions the student might have about how to complete the inventory.

The score profile is a self-diagnostic tool used only by the person taking the test. It provides an indication of the relative strength of each hazardous thought for that person at that time. It helps to personalize the program by suggesting which thoughts are most likely for each individual. **Under no circumstances should it be used to label a student.**

Reassure your students that they will not be asked to reveal their scores to you or to anyone else. It is important that they feel free to answer the items truthfully, without worrying about what others might say. Be sure each student realizes the seriousness of the task. This is the critical lesson in redirecting the student's awareness toward a greater concern for the "Pilot" subject area. Help students see that the tendency to use these thoughts is commonplace, that it is a habit to be broken, not an insurmountable fault. Again, the inventory is to help students gain a better self-understanding, not to find faults or defects!

**LESSONS 5-9.** These five lessons teach students to identify and understand the five hazardous thoughts. Each lesson is devoted to one particular thought. The lessons are intentionally repetitive. Students, by working through them, will gain a full understanding of each hazardous thought. When the students point out how repetitious they are - and they will - explain the purpose of the repetition.

These five lessons use a design known as "programmed text." Although anyone who reads and follows the directions carefully should be able to work through the lessons, some students may have difficulty with the format and will need your help. A programmed text allows each student to proceed at his or her own pace. Each paragraph calls for a response on the part of the student. The student makes the response by selecting one of the alternatives given and is then directed to turn to a different page in the manual. If he or she has chosen the correct alternative the student will be directed to a different page for the next paragraph or situation. If not, the student is told that the answer is incorrect, given the reason why the answer is incorrect, and directed to return to the paragraph that he or she was working on and to select another alternative. The process is then repeated. Students who select the correct alternative on their first try each time will go through the lessons very rapidly. Those who select incorrect alternatives will take longer. Thus, the more practice the student needs, the more he gets. If you have not completed these five lessons please do so at this time.
LESSON 10. This lesson is important because it specifies substitute thoughts, called "antidotes," for the five hazardous thoughts. The tendency to act on hazardous thoughts can be reduced once the pilot is aware of them. Lessons 4 through 9 are designed to provide this awareness. To completely overcome these thoughts, the pilot must become aware of thinking them and must substitute different thoughts, thoughts that promote good judgment.

EACH STUDENT MUST MEMORIZE THE HAZARDOUS THOUGHTS ANTIDOTES PRESENTED IN LESSON 10. Merely being familiar with them is not enough. They must be memorized word for word. Help your students understand that memorization is absolutely necessary so they can quickly and automatically substitute the new good judgment thought for the hazardous thought.

After the student memorizes each antidote, he or she will read a description of a pilot's thoughts and actions in a particular situation. Whenever the student identifies actions representing a hazardous thought, he or she will write the name of that hazardous thought on the right side of the page and the antidote for that thought immediately after it. You must be sure that the student completes this exercise in its entirety. The hazardous thoughts are repetitive, but repetition aids learning. The student needs to reach a point in learning where, the instant a hazardous thought comes to mind, the antidote will also come to mind. This will come only with repeated practice. Explain this to the student - and keep him working.

Included in the student manual is a key for the student to use for grading the exercise. When discussing the answers with the student, bear in mind that there is some room for differences of opinion. Thus, the student may attribute some action to a hazardous thought which the key has not identified. You and your student should come to some agreement as to whether or not the answer is logically acceptable.

Although it is permissible for the student to find some extra instances of hazardous thoughts, it is not permissible to leave any out. Also, the correct antidote must be supplied word-for-word in each case. Review the student's work to be certain these requirements have been met before assigning lesson 11.

LESSON 11. Lesson 11 requires the student to reinforce his or her knowledge about replacing hazardous thoughts through the use of antidotes. The lesson consists of ten paragraphs describing situations in which the pilot must make and implement a decision. The student specifies the hazardous thought evidenced by the description of the pilot's thinking, writes in the appropriate antidote, and writes a brief description of good pilot judgment for the same situation.
Check the student's work on the first five situations. Use your own understanding of the pilot judgment training materials to evaluate the student's responses. Previously it was mentioned that discussion with an experienced teacher or expert helps improve a student's judgment. The effectiveness of this lesson, therefore, greatly depends on your discussion of the answers with the student. There are no absolutely right answers, and no answer key is provided. Your reasoning with the student as you discuss the answers should be convincing and should eliminate any confusion or uncertainty on the part of the student.

If the student does well on the first five situations, advance him or her to lesson 12. If not, you may have the student practice further on situations 6 through 10.

LESSON 12. Lesson 12 deals with stress and methods to reduce it. The lesson has two objectives: 1) To teach students to identify when they are being affected by stress; and 2) To help them reduce their stress quickly.

First, students are taught to identify for themselves the conditions of overload by using what is known as SUDS. SUDS stands for Subjective Units of Discomfort System. The lesson materials explain the use of the SUDS system.

The second part of the lesson teaches students to begin to relax. Many people do not know how to relax - at least they cannot relax themselves deeply in a few minutes. The students, and you, will learn to relax by using the relaxation techniques described in this lesson. The first technique uses a deep breath as a relaxation cue. This technique also uses imagery as a practice method. If students are dissatisfied with this method, they are encouraged to try using the progressive relaxation technique provided at the end of the lesson. You should be familiar with both techniques.

Perhaps you have seen a student who was so overloaded, who was under so much anxiety and stress, that he could not think clearly. Through the use of one or both of the techniques described in the lesson, students should be able to significantly reduce their stress levels. Remember to remind students that they can, and should use the stress reduction techniques whenever it is appropriate to reduce their stress while flying.

LESSON 13. After the initial training of judgment has been completed, administer this progress check to see if the student has retained his or her mastery of the ideas from lessons 4 thru 11. To do this you will use one of the three postcheck forms. (For master copies of the forms, see page 6-5.) Each form consists of two scenarios of the type used previously. Provide the student with a quiet place to work and assign Postcheck A, B, or C. The postcheck is not a speed test. Allow the student as much time as he or
she needs, within reasonable limits. Score the form using the keys provided at the end of this unit. For a successful postcheck, the student must do two things:

1) Omit not more than three of the keyed responses.
2) Respond at least once to each of the five hazardous thoughts, correctly producing the antidotes.

Use your own judgment when grading the postcheck. Extra responses should not be penalized unless they are clearly incorrect. If both of these grading criteria are not met, tell the student that he will be checked again at a later date. Suggest that the student review the appropriate materials and remind him of the seriousness of the training. In the recheck, use a second form. A third form is provided if necessary. Please keep in mind that this material is to be presented as a lesson. It is meant to be a learning experience, not just an evaluation of what the student knows. Help the unsuccessful student learn the material in unit II before allowing him or her to move on to unit III.

Remember that your central concern as a flight instructor is the safety of your students. Unit II has been carefully designed to make them aware of some of the thoughts that could endanger them and to help them deal with stress situations. The success of this part of their flight training will depend largely on your own attitudes, for your students will take their cues from you. If they are to obtain the greatest gains possible, it will be because of your support and assistance.
UNIT III

TEACHING APPLICATIONS

OBJECTIVES.

Unit III of the Student Manual contains written lessons to relate the concepts of units I and II to actual flight situations. No new flight or judgment information is taught. Rather, these lessons are intended to reinforce the student's understanding of, and appreciation for importance of the judgment training concepts by integrating these concepts with true-to-life examples of flight situations.

This unit is composed of exercises centered about scenarios in which pilots are carrying out some sort of flight activity. These scenarios are based upon official reports of real occurrences, but have been modified somewhat to fit the needs of this training program. Stress to your students that the scenarios provide opportunities to learn from the mistakes of others. Relate some of your own flying experiences and some of the experiences of your students to appropriate scenarios in the workbook. Relate these experiences to components of the judgment training program, i.e., subject areas, action ways, poor judgment sequence chain; the three mental processes of safe flight, the five hazardous thoughts and their antidotes, stress, and relaxation. Make judgment training seem real, make it "come alive" by your presentation of the lessons in this unit.

COMPLETION SCHEDULE.

These lessons are intended to be integrated into the traditional ground training sequence. The following approach is recommended. The lessons in units I and II are presented during the first 25 percent of the regular ground training materials. The lessons in unit III are then integrated into the lesson topics of the ground training syllabus. The following list of Lesson topics is representative of most ground training syllabi:

1. The aircraft: components and types, aerodynamics and basic performance.
2. Aircraft systems: flight control systems, flight instruments, the reciprocating engine, fuel systems and electrical systems.
3. Airports and communications: runways, lighting, traffic, radio communications, and air traffic control.
5. Meteorology: weather theory, weather reports and forecasts.
6. Federal Aviation Regulations.
9. Basic navigation: aeronautical charts (sectional and world aeronautical charts); airspace utilization and plotter and wind triangles.
10. Radio navigation: VOR (visual omni range) navigation system, DME (distance measuring equipment) and area navigation, ADF (automatic direction finder) and radar and transponders.
11. Medical factors of flight: oxygen and altitude, vertigo, vision, alcohol and drugs.
12. Cross-country flying: flight planning, pilotage, dead reckoning navigation, flying a VFR trip and night operations.

It is suggested the lessons of unit III be integrated into the syllabus as follows:

Judgment Lesson 14: After the aircraft and aircraft systems lessons
Judgment Lesson 15: After the performance and weight and balance lessons
Judgment Lesson 16: After airports and communications, Federal Aviation Regulations, and Airman's Information Manual lessons
Judgment Lesson 17: After basic navigation and radio navigation lessons
Judgment Lesson 18: After medical factors and cross-country flying lessons

INDIVIDUAL LESSON CONTENT.

LESSONS 14-18. Each lesson contains an introduction and three exercise sections. The introduction identifies the area to be addressed. The areas include preflight and aircraft systems (lesson 14), weight/balance and performance (lesson 15), official procedures and communications (lesson 16), cross-country flying (lesson 17) and physiological factors and night flying (lesson 18). The lessons relate to the types of poor judgments which pilots may make with regard to each of the areas of aviation knowledge. The exercises require the student to use all the terms and concepts learned in units I and II to answer the questions. Encourage the students to review the lessons pertaining to subjects in which they feel they are deficient.

After the student has completed the exercise, discuss the answers with the student. No answer key is provided.
Although responses to most of the questions are relatively obvious, there are no absolutely right or wrong answers. Rather, the exercises are intended to stimulate learning in two ways. First having the student look for the subject areas and action ways in "real life" flight situations reinforces the student's knowledge of these concepts and their relevance in redirecting his or her pilot judgment process. Second, your interaction with the student while discussing the answers should improve student awareness of the judgment aspects of all flight situations. Use these exercises to teach your students that there is not always a clearly defined right or wrong answer to every problem encountered while flying; but, the use of the judgment training concepts will allow the best answer possible.
UNIT IV

IN-FLIGHT INSTRUCTION: CONCEPT LESSONS

How does a flight instructor combine behavior modification with the judgment concepts to help students learn better judgment? Do this by giving your students a series of lessons in which you observe and respond to their behavior. As a behavior modifier, you will observe the performance of the student and comment only on specific behaviors. You do not comment on intentions or motivations, only on behavior. Further, you will use rewards (praise) frequently, avoiding criticism (punishment) as much as possible. Errors by the student are to be seen as opportunities for learning, not as occasions for criticism.

INTRODUCING THE LESSONS.

In this unit, you will give your students a flight activity to perform. Each activity is designed to develop the student's learning of Automatic Reaction (AR), Problem Resolving (PR), or Repeated Reviewing (RR). Of course, a lesson designed for AR might also include PR and RR elements as well, but each activity is designed to focus on one of these processes. After observing the student's response to your instructions, use the subject area, action way, and PJ chain concepts of the Judgment Training program to give positive reinforcement when the student has done well and to correct the student when performance was unacceptable. For example, you might say, "You did X early with respect to your airplane." (early do A-subject area), or "You did not do Y concerning the environment." Each time you point out an error, indicate which of the six action ways and which of the three subject areas is involved. When one error follows another, point out that this is an example of a poor judgment behavior chain. Use of these terms and concepts will assure the student proper feedback. It will also help you considerably with a very difficult part of the instructor's role in the judgment training program. It will keep your instruction focused on pilot judgment and not on flight skills.

You will need 15 minutes or so for lesson preparation the first few times you work with each lesson. As with any new activity, you should allow yourself two or three trials with each lesson before the lesson is established as a solid part of your instructional techniques. After that, you will feel much more comfortable teaching these lessons, and you will need little preparation time to assure proper instruction.

Remember that your style of delivery and your professional approach to these lessons is critical for improving pilot judgment. If you
know the lesson plan and then deliver the lesson using the principles of behavior modification explained in the introduction, you will assure that these lessons favorably affect your student's judgment.

WHEN TO BEGIN.

Start these lessons when the student has attained the ability to confidently control the aircraft during most basic maneuvers. Use your own judgment, but a suggested starting point is about three lessons before you expect the student to solo. Also, the student must complete unit I of the student manual before you begin work on this unit.

USING THE LESSON PLANS.

You will devote at least three lessons to teaching each mental process, or a total of nine lessons. Each lesson should take less than 5 minutes. Do only one lesson per training flight. However, one of these lessons and three or more judgment situations from unit V may be accomplished during the same flight.

At the end of this section, you are provided 18 sample lesson plans for in-flight teaching of the three mental processes. These lesson plans are designed to correctly structure each lesson for you and your student. As part of your lesson preparation, you should copy the essential information from the sample lesson plan on to one of the combination instructor lesson plans and checklist blanks. These are provided in your Instructor Materials Packet.

The 18 sample lessons do not include each and every valid way to accomplish this unit's training objective. You may wish to modify, or to substitute for, parts of sample lessons. Or, you may wish to develop your own lesson plans to suit your student and your own style of teaching. This is perfectly acceptable, so long as you meet the objective of this unit. Your mission is to encourage better judgment through coaching and behavior modification techniques, not to give students more flight skills practice. The principles of lesson delivery listed below must be observed in order for you to teach this unit effectively.

PRINCIPLES OF LESSON DELIVERY.

1. Assign an activity to develop one specific mental process. This is the lesson's focus - not the flight activity.

2. Monitor the student's behavior in terms of the objective: Does the observed student behavior indicate success at using the mental process being developed?
3. Praise correct behavior (reinforcement).

4. Coach the student to correct errors using the three subject areas, the six action ways and the poor judgment chain.

5. Coach the student to correct errors, and at the same time occasionally offer some sort of reward (not punishment).

6. Encourage the student to be aware of hazardous thinking and high stress levels.

INDIVIDUAL LESSON CONTENT.

Before meeting your student for his or her flight, select the lesson plan you want to use. Review it carefully as follows:

Part I: Objective. Know which mental process you are going to present. Can you also teach another mental process along with this one? If so, examine the rest of the lesson plan to see how this might be accomplished.

Part II: Activity. Where will this activity best fit into the rest of the flight activity? You may want to do the judgment increments early in the lesson so that you can work with the student again later in the lesson if he or she needs additional practice.

Part III: Observable Behavior Sought. Be sure that you know what you expect the student to do when he is correctly demonstrating the selected mental process. It is acceptable to evaluate other flight skills during this time as long as you are certain to reinforce the student for demonstrating the desired behavior.

Part IV: Reinforcement. Be prepared to give the student positive reinforcement. Remember, you are the student's coach for learning. This is an ideal time to use some behavior modification teaching techniques. Use the three subject areas as a focus for finding a reason to give the student positive feedback. You may use your own positive reinforcers, but have at least three of them
prepared before the training flight begins. If the student's stress level appears high, call attention to the stress reduction techniques.

Part V: Making Corrections. If the student's performance is unsatisfactory in some way, describe the erroneous behavior in relation to the six action ways and three subject areas. Describe how the behavior could develop into a PJ chain.

Part VI: Student Debriefing. Immediately after the lesson, discuss the overall performance with the student. Determine whether the student was aware of any hazardous thoughts during the exercise. Do not try to figure out why a hazardous thought may have occurred. Simply make the student more aware of his or her own behavior by directing attention to the need for pilot self-awareness of hazardous thoughts.

CONCEPT LESSONS CHECKLIST.

1. Focus on one mental process.

2. Before the lesson, plan positive reinforcements for each of the three subject areas.

3. Observed behavior is to indicate success at using the mental process being practiced.

4. Praise correct behavior.

5. Correct errors by coaching. Use the judgment concepts to do this.

6. Debrief afterwards, encouraging the student to reflect on how he or she handled potential hazardous thoughts, stress, and poor judgment behavior chains.

INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST AND LESSON PLAN FORM.

This form is to be used during the lesson and for the debriefing. Before the flight, fill in the information about the lesson you will be using. See page 6-23 for complete directions on how to use this form and page 6-8 for form blanks. If you wish to make up your own lessons, refer to page 6-10 for a blank master copy of the Instructor Lesson Plan form.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR_x_ PR_x_ RR_x_

PART II  Activity: Flap Operation

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: This student consistently makes immediate and appropriate corrections, when flaps are moved, to maintain altitude and heading within your acceptable limits.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You showed that you can handle the aircraft properly while your attention was directed to the flap operations.

2. Aircraft: You are handling the aircraft well as the flaps change.

3. Environment: You did a good job of watching for other traffic in the airport area as you were doing this.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR X   PR_____ RR____

PART II  Activity: The student will taxi the aircraft, positioning ailerons and elevator for existing wind conditions.

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: The student consistently moves yoke or stick to climb into a headwind or dive away from a tailwind while taxiing.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You remembered to correct for the wind while taxiing.

2. Aircraft: You successfully adjusted the yoke while in a turn to compensate for new wind position.

3. Environment: You were aware of the wind direction and taxi direction and properly adjusted the yoke.
PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR X PR RR

PART II  Activity: The student will experience a complete communication failure.

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: Student quickly and accurately completes a process to confirm that he has lost communication and maintains safe control of aircraft while doing so.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You seemed confident in taking the proper action.

2. Aircraft: You knew which switches and fuses to check to try and solve your problems.

3. Environment: You were alert for other aircraft. You took the proper actions to inform the tower of your problem.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR X  PR  RR

PART II Activity: Transition from cruise to minimum controllable flight using various flap settings.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student automatically coordinates pitch and power for various slow flight configurations.

PART IV Reinforcement (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: I believe you understand pitch power relationship.

2. Aircraft: You remembered to add power before pitching up in climbing slow flight, and the aircraft did not stall.

3. Environment: You cleared the area for traffic while setting up for slow flight.
PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR X  PR   RR

PART II  Activity: Control the aircraft's altitude by using only one of the available pitch instruments. (Repeat using a second instrument if time allows).

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: The student properly interprets the trend indicated by the instrument, and immediately corrects when the aircraft strays from the assigned flight path.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You seem to understand that "Aircraft Control and Power Control equals Aircraft Performance."

2. Aircraft: You made smooth adjustments and did not over correct.

3. Environment: You showed me a good scan between instrument references and visual cues.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR X PR RR

PART II  Activity: Control the aircraft by using only one of the available bank instruments (Repeat using a second instrument if time allows).

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: The student properly interprets the trend indicated by the instrument, and immediately corrects any time aircraft strays from the desired bank.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You have shown me that you thoroughly understand the information available from this instrument.

2. Aircraft: You made positive corrections for each instrument and its trends.

3. Environment: You keep a good scan for traffic while practicing turns.
PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR__ PR X__ RR__

PART II Activity: Electrical System Failure Simulation – loosen one or two fuses.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student continues to fly the aircraft straight and level, maintaining attention to safe operations, while searching for the cause of the electrical problem and resolves it.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).
1. Pilot: You did not get rattled when you realized you had electrical problems, and you did a fine job of locating the cause.

2. Aircraft: You noticed the tripped circuit breaker and compensated for it.

3. Environment: You did well by avoiding any situation that required the use of failed system(s).
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR PR X RR

PART II Activity: The student will experience a total loss of communications equipment.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: Student demonstrates correct procedures to find the source of failure and takes proper actions to determine the extent of failure.

PART IV Reinforcement (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You quickly and accurately recognized the equipment failures and proceeded to check it out and confirm the extent of the problem.

2. Aircraft: You landed the aircraft and notified ATC of the problem.

3. Environment: You interpreted the light gun signals correctly, and maneuvered the aircraft accordingly.
PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR__ PR X__ RR__

PART II  Activity: VOR orientation and tracking.

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: The student quickly orients himself without being distracted from flying the aircraft. He or she intercepts the desired radial smoothly and tracks within your acceptable limits.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).
1. Pilot: By remembering your procedures, you were able to fly the airplane better.

2. Aircraft: You started your turn to roll out on the desired radial and not fly through the course.

3. Environment: You avoided ground obstacles, clouds, traffic, etc., when you needed to and still maintained the course.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR__ PR X RR__

PART II Activity: Takeoffs and landings after a jet to practice wake turbulence avoidance.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student demonstrates an awareness of the presence of wake turbulence and alters his flight path to avoid it or delays his take offs and landings.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You told me about the other aircraft's wake turbulence and then avoided it. That was excellent.

2. Aircraft: You kept your final high and landed long to avoid the jet's vortices. Nice job.

3. Environment: It was a good idea to stay on the ground that extra minute to avoid the departing 747's vortices.
PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR ___ PR X ___ RR ___

PART II Activity: The student will transition through various flight conditions without assistance of trim.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student correctly and consistently transitions from one flight attitude to another, and maintains the new flight attitude, despite resistance of the aircraft.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You seem more confident of yourself on controlling the aircraft without using trim.

2. Aircraft: You controlled the aircraft to make it do what you wanted it to.

3. Environment: You remained aware of the outside environment even though you were having a difficult time flying the airplane.
PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR PR X RR

PART II  Activity: Practice of stall entry, recognition, and recovery

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: The student can identify the cues of a stall and recover from a full stall.

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You realized that a nose high attitude can lead into a stall. You were not afraid of the aircraft today.

2. Aircraft: You maintained direction with rudder instead of doing your usual aileron trick.

3. Environment: You flew well clear of the airport traffic area before commencing stall practice.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR__ PR__ RR X__

PART II Activity: Control of the aircraft in crosswind conditions.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: Student should correct for wind while doing maneuvers, and apply correction to maintain a ground track.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You did a good job of adjusting your usual flying style to cope with the effects of the wind on the aircraft.

2. Aircraft: You knew how to experiment with the aircraft to establish the proper track over the ground.

3. Environment: You knew how to check the wind direction, and how to tell if you were making proper corrections.
PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR PR RR X

PART II Activity: Make a standard pattern landing while in a heavy airport traffic situation.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: Constant checking of the aircraft's track for conformance to the pattern. Regular observation of traffic and areas of potential. Continual attention to radio transmissions.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You did a nice job of keeping ahead of the aircraft.

2. Aircraft: You managed your approach descent very well.

3. Environment: You were very observant of other traffic in the pattern – you responded well to radio directions from the controller.
PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR PR RR X

PART II Activity: The student will point out all aircraft in his vicinity within a 30 second period.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student scans for aircraft in his immediate vicinity and takes necessary evasive maneuvers when required.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You were more observant of the traffic today.

2. Aircraft: You turned away from the aircraft you felt to be dangerous. That was well done.

3. Environment: You looked for traffic entering the pattern before turning downwind.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR__ PR__ RR X

PART II Activity: You (or ATC) will radar vector the student and the student must maintain basic VFR.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student will make proper diversions from clouds to maintain basic VFR.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You were confident of the actions required to maintain basic VFR.

2. Aircraft: You anticipated the 2000 foot ceiling and leveled off at 1500 feet while you advised ATC.

3. Environment: You saw that the weather was deteriorating and started heading back to the airport. Asking the air traffic controller for a special VFR clearance was good judgment.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR___ PR___ RR X

PART II Activity: To practice ground reference maneuvers.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student selects a field that allows a safe landing if necessary. The student continually scans the area and aircraft for hazardous conditions while performing the maneuver.

PART IV Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).

1. Pilot: You have learned how to transfer ground reference practice to the traffic pattern.

2. Aircraft: Your scanning between visual and instrument references was good.

3. Environment: I like the field you chose.
PART I Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR PR RR X

PART II Activity: The student taxies the aircraft and continually scans and corrects for changing wind conditions.

PART III Observable Behavior Sought: The student is aware of constantly changing wind direction and compensates by "climbing into a headwind and diving away from a tailwind."

PART IV Reinforcement (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).
1. Pilot: You realized that wind is not constant all over the field and kept a good scan of different wind indications.

2. Aircraft: You recognized changing wind conditions and adjusted taxi speed and yoke positions for new winds.

3. Environment: You knew that the front passing over the field would shift the wind 180 degrees.
UNIT V

IN-FLIGHT INSTRUCTION: BEHAVIORAL SITUATIONS

The purpose of this unit is to stimulate the student to depend on himself to exercise good judgment. Your role is to encourage the student's self-reliance in this respect by providing coached practice. Unit V plans appropriate practice situations for you. As with unit IV, you may modify or replace these situations. Just be certain that what you do continues to meet the unit's objectives.

You have two activities to perform. First, you must set up a situation to engage the student in a judgment making process. Second, using principles of behavior modification, you must respond to the students' behavior in a manner that discourages poor judgment and encourages good judgment.

Practice situations are provided at the end of this unit. Each situation creates circumstances that may encourage the student to make a poor pilot judgment or series of poor judgments. Why do this? Because it is important to force the student to practice good judgment behavior, to become skilled at recognizing and replacing hazardous thought and poor judgment tendencies. It does little good to "teach students about" the principles and importance of good judgment. Rather, exercising good judgment must become a habit, and habits are formed by practicing the behavior in realistic situations.

SETTING UP THE SITUATIONS.

When to Begin.

Introduce this phase of judgment training when the student has established his or her ability to act as pilot in command of the aircraft and feels somewhat confident about his or her understanding of general aviation knowledge and of pilot operations. You must use your discretion about this, but a good point may be after the student has flown solo three or four times. Also, the student must complete unit II of the student manual before you begin work on this unit.

What to do First.

Advise the student that, after this one briefing session, you will be introducing these practice behavioral situations into the training activities. There is to be no further advanced notice, and the practice situations are to occur at random intervals. The student must always be alert for possible poor judgment situations without further promptings.
It is very important: 1) that the student be given only one briefing to be alert for the practice situations; 2) that the situations be presented at random intervals (NOT every other lesson or every Saturday session, for instance); 3) that the student understand you will not allow him or her to become endangered at any time.

It is possible that a situation could arise in which you would not wish to have your instructions questioned, such as at the approach of another aircraft. When you tell the student that you will sometimes be leading him into a poor judgment situations, you should also arrange a clear signal to end the testing, such as saying "Testing off." This signal will tell him that he should do as you say immediately and without question, or should relinquish control of the aircraft to you.

Introducing the Sessions.

First read over the situation you are going to use. Carefully formulate in your mind these things:

1. What materials do I need?
2. How must I act to make the student believe I am sincere, that the situation is "for real." (The better you prepare and the better actor you are, the better these situations will succeed.)
3. How might the student react?
4. At what points do I end the practice and review it with the student?

Set up the situations in a realistic manner, at the same time occupying the student's attention with customary flight training activities.

RESPONDING TO THE STUDENT.

Why Response Is Important.

Lesson 2 of the student manual emphasizes that breaking a poor judgment chain requires the pilot to be supplied with corrective information, or feedback, about the judgment. It is also noted that generally the pilot's first feedback comes from an outside observer: the instructor. Your responses to the student's pilot judgment are important for two reasons. First, you are teaching the student to recognize what is good judgment and what is poor judgment. Second, you are establishing a model, setting a standard, for the student to copy when providing his or her own feedback. This unit not only furnishes judgment behavior practice
for the student, but it also challenges you to favorably influence the student's judgment by responding with the best possible feedback.

When To Respond.

Stop the practice session and begin giving feedback immediately at one of the two points explained below.

1. **The student has recognized the situation as one inviting poor judgment** and has objected to following your suggestions or to continuing within the arranged circumstances.

   Praise the student for recognizing the judgment practice situation. Discuss the situation briefly using the judgment concepts. Point out the "worst possible case" that could result for a pilot who did begin a chain of poor judgments in such a situation.

   You do not have to reveal the practice situation immediately when the student first challenges you. Part of good judgment is to be assertive, when appropriate, against the suggestions of others - even those in authority such as flight instructors.

   For example, you attempt to get the student to fly the aircraft with loose "junk" in the cockpit. The student suggests cleaning out the aircraft before the pre-flight, or begins removing the junk on his own. Rather than stop the exercise at that point, try to convince the student that you are in a hurry or that it's someone else's responsibility to clean up the mess. Make the student assert that he or she believes it would be poor judgment to fly without removing the junk, and that there is no way to rationalize (remember the five hazardous thoughts?) flying the aircraft in such a condition.

2. **The student fails to recognize the practice situation and makes a decision representing poor judgment.** Allowing the student to continue will either present no further opportunities for judgments related to the situation, or will possibly allow the student to get into dangerous or unauthorized circumstances.

   First question the student as to why he or she has made the decision or is taking the action. Try to give the student the opportunity to explain the decision or action based on general pilot knowledge. See if the student becomes caught up in contradictions due to incorrect judgments about Pilot-Aircraft-Environment.

   Then announce that this was a judgment practice situation in which the student failed to demonstrate good judgment. Follow with a
discussion of the student's judgment based on the judgment concepts, the possibility of hazardous thinking, and the influence of a high stress level.

How To Respond.

Your responses must use the principles of behavior modification to provide the highest quality feedback. Remember, punishment does not work - positive reinforcement does. You are correcting specific poor judgment actions to shape existing behavior into desired behavior. You are not to criticize the student's judgment making abilities in general, and you are not to indicate disappointment in the student's level of flight skill and aviation knowledge.

The judgment concepts will help you to focus on proper judgment feedback using principles of behavior modification. Be careful, however, in working with the hazardous thoughts and stress. Do not try to analyze, criticize or correct the student's behavior based on your opinion of the possible presence of hazardous thinking or high stress. Do encourage the student to consider the possible influence of these factors influencing judgment with regard to the practice situation. Here you are again acting as a coach to reinforce the necessity and importance of the student providing self-generated feedback as to the status of the "Pilot" subject area.

The student may question legitimate suggestions that you make even when you are not involved in judgment training. In these cases, you will have an opportunity for a short discussion of the situation. This is appropriate and is a valuable aid to learning.

Always try to end your responses with some sort of positive reinforcement. Remind the student that better pilot judgment comes through practice. Some errors are to be expected during practice sessions. That is what practice is for!

COMPLETION SCHEDULE.

The practice situations included at the end of this unit are divided according to the phase of flight. Choose situations which match the student's level of experience.

Plan on scheduling the situations so that you finish as many as possible during the student's training. You should develop a tentative schedule for when to introduce each situation and record the schedule in an appropriate place, such as the margin of your syllabus or on your personal lesson plans. Keep in mind that you may need to change your schedule based upon each student's rate of progress. Remember, judgment situations should be distributed
evenly over the student's flight training and should be presented using a random schedule.

Suggested Format.

The lessons and judgment situations should be related to allow for a smooth sequence of flight activities. A suggested format for a judgment training mission is as follows:

1 lesson from the concept lesson plans (AR, PR, RR subject areas).
3 or more judgment situations.

If the student has trouble identifying or understanding these situations, schedule more until he or she reacts properly. It is much better to have him or her question too much than too little. At this stage in the training, it is important to keep the student aware of the judgment process and talk about it as much as possible. Your reinforcement is essential.

BEHAVIORAL SITUATIONS CHECKLIST.

1. Set up the situation in advance, and plan your actions to convince the student this is a routine flight.

2. Anticipate the student's possible reactions. Be ready to discuss the student's initial questioning or poor judgment behaviors.

3. Give the student feedback using the judgment concepts.

4. Encourage the student to review his or her own handling of hazardous thinking and stress after the practice.

INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST AND LESSON PLAN FORM.

The form is to be used in conjunction with instruction involving the behavioral situations. See page 6-8 for form blanks. See page 6-23 for complete directions on how to use this form.
JUDGMENT SITUATIONS

The remainder of this unit contains a series of pilot judgment situations. Each situation contains the applicable phase of flight for the situation, a brief description of the situation, and the observable behavior(s) which indicate the proper response to the situation.

Use your own imagination and creativity to lead the student astray, to make it likely for him to overlook proper procedures, and to ignore previous training.

If you wish to make up your own situations, refer to page 6-11 for a blank master copy of the Judgment Situation Record form.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Entire Flight - Checklist

II. SITUATION  Checklist use.

   The more experienced a pilot becomes the less he "relies"
   on the checklist. This does not relieve his
   responsibility to use it.

   Therefore, he must use a checklist from before "interior
   inspection" to after "engine shutdown."

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Use the checklist for the entire flight.

   
   
   
   
   

5-7
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Flight Planning - Execute and File

II. SITUATION Cross-Country without flight plan.

The student conducts a flight without flight planning or
VFR planning or filing a VFR flight plan.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Complete required flight planning.

File flight plan.

Close out flight plan.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Flight Planning - Chart Currency

II. SITUATION Out of date sectional.

Student conducts a VFR cross country with an expired sectional chart.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Replace the sectional.
I. TITLE  Flight Planning - Weather Check

II. SITUATION  Destination Airport, weather is marginal.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
    Check weather.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Inspection

II. SITUATION  Aircraft within a few hours of a required inspection.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

  Student states, "The aircraft needs an inspection."

  Terminate flight.
I. TITLE Preflight - Door Handle

II. SITUATION Door handle screw missing.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
    Locate screw and replace prior to flight.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Shoulder Harness

II. SITUATION  Stowed shoulder harness.

The FAR's require pilots to wear a lap belt and a shoulder belt.

Many pilots leave the shoulder belt stowed because it is uncomfortable.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Unstow shoulder harness.

Wear it for the entire flight.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Pre-flight - Fuel Selector Screw

II. SITUATION  Fuel selector screw missing or loose.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Replace or tighten the screw prior to flight. Check for proper operation.
I. TITLE Preflight - Weight and Balance (1)

II. SITUATION A full fuel load is in the aircraft, and four persons board for the flight.

I. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

A weight and balance calculation is made.
I. TITLE  Preflight - Weight and Balance (2)

II. SITUATION  Aircraft improperly loaded. The aircraft is over-loaded or loaded out of balance.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
Consult operators manual. Consider removing some of the load or repositioning the load.
I. TITLE  Pretlight - Post-Refueling Check (1)

II. SITUATION  The aircraft is being refueled during the preflight. The student has to decide if he should delay the fuel sump checks until refueling is completed.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
Student checks fuel sumps after refueling.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Post-Refueling Check (2)

II. SITUATION  Aircraft has to be refueled after the student has performed the exterior preflight. The student must decide whether or not to check the fuel caps a second time.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Student checks each fuel tank after refueling.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Prelight - Missing Screws

II. SITUATION  Screws missing or loose on aircraft surface.
   The aircraft will fly normally with one or two cowling screws missing. The student must decide when too many screws are missing.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
   Student states, "There are some loose and missing screws."
   Replace and tighten screws as required.
I. TITLE Preflight - Loose Items

II. SITUATION Loose articles in the cabin.

Empty soda cans, paper, books, etc. spread about the cabin.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Remove such loose items.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Preflight - Compass Card

II. SITUATION Compass card missing.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
Search aircraft.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Thorough

II. SITUATION  The aircraft is being preflighted by the student.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

A thorough preflight, with knowledge of oil and fuel levels, inspections due, etc. (In response to questions by instructor).
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Tire Pressure

II. SITUATION  Low tire pressure.

A tire does not have enough air for normal operations.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Add air as required.
I. TITLE  Pretlight - Bird Nest

II. SITUATION  Bird nest inside cowling.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Remove the nest.

   Check other open areas of the aircraft for nests.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

1. TITLE Pretlight - Windscreen

II. SITUATION Dirty windshield.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Clean the windshield.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Magneto Switch

II. SITUATION Magneto switch mounting loose.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Tighten mounting nut.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Pretlight - Hydraulic Leak

II. SITUATION Hydraulic fluid on ground or brake assembly.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Inspect for obvious leaks.

Have a mechanic check the brake system for leaks and proper operation.
I. TITLE Pretlight - Over Oil

II. SITUATION Over oil.

The aircraft has too much oil for normal operations.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Student states, "There is too much oil in this aircraft."

Drain enough oil to place quantity within acceptable range, consult mechanic if necessary.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Preflight - Oil Leak

II. SITUATION Oil on engine cowling and ramp.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Inspect the engine compartment for oil leaks.
   Inspect the oil filler cap area for signs of oil spill.
   Check the engine oil level.
   If all indications point to an engine leak, have a mechanic check it prior to flight.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Preflight - Low Oil

II. SITUATION  Low Oil -- Engine quantity is marginal or low for normal operations.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Check oil.

Add oil as required.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Taxi - Controls for wind

II. SITUATION The student is taxiing the aircraft in winy conditions (above 5 knots).

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Student places aircraft controls as needed for the prevailing wind.
I. TITLE  Taxi - Across Runway

II. SITUATION  The instructor draws the student's attention inside the cockpit immediately prior to crossing a runway.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

    Student looks outside the aircraft along the runway to check for traffic.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Takeoff - Aircraft Separation

II. SITUATION  Takeoff from an uncontrolled field is conducted behind another aircraft.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Maintenance of adequate aircraft separation. A delay on the runway may be required, especially in the case of touch-and-go landings.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Takeoff - Intersection

II. SITUATION  A departure from a runway intersection is suggested by the instructor. The runway remaining would make a safe takeoff difficult; the aircraft is fully loaded and the weather is hot.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

The student decides to use the full length of the runway.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

1. TITLE  Take-off - Engine Failure

II. SITUATION  Engine failure on take-off.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Land straight ahead.
I. TITLE  Enroute - Low-Speed Turn

II. SITUATION  The aircraft is set up at low altitude (500-800 feet) and low airspeed ($V_s + 20$ knots). The need for a sharp turn is simulated.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

The student adjusts the aircraft pitch attitude to avoid a stall.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE

Enroute - VFR Altitude

II. SITUATION

Improper VFR Altitude.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Correct the altitude.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Enroute - over water

II. SITUATION Over water operations without required equipment.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Student does not fly farther than power-off gliding range of land.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Inroute - Weather Avoidance

II. SITUATION  Bad weather. The 180° turn is a maneuver the pilot uses to get himself out of rapidly deteriorating weather.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Execute 180° turn.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Enroute - Engine Failure

II. SITUATION  An engine failure is simulated at a low altitude (500-1000 feet). Only an expeditious turn towards a field will produce a safe landing.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Turning the aircraft towards the field and establishing best glide speed attitude before attempting restart.

   Attempting restart only altitude permitting.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Enroute - Aircraft Location

II. SITUATION  The flight is being conducted in the local practice area.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Constant awareness of aircraft's location (in response to question by instructor).
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Enroute - Communications Versus VFR

II. SITUATION The aircraft is headed towards cloud formations at the time contact should be made with ATC for arrival control.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

The student controls the aircraft to avoid the clouds before contacting ATC.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Enroute - Clearing Turns

II. SITUATION No clearing turns.

Student begins various flight maneuvers in the practice area.

III. CRITICAL ACTION (BEHAVIORS)

Execute clearing turns prior to flight maneuvers.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Enroute - Low Airwork

II. SITUATION Airwork at low altitude.

< 1,500 ft. AGL.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Climb to higher altitude.

...
I. TITLE  Enroute - Congested Area Maneuvers

II. SITUATION  Ground reference maneuvers over a congested area. Ground reference maneuvers are generally done at 800 ft. AGL. The FARs require that an aircraft must maintain at least 1000 ft. AGL over congested areas.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Continue ground reference maneuvers over non-congested areas.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Enroute - Traffic Avoidance

II. SITUATION  Traffic avoidance vigilance is not emphasized
               by the instructor during the flight.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
     Maintaining of traffic avoidance vigilance continuously.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

1. TITLE Enroute - Pilotage Awareness

II. SITUATION VFR checkpoints are being followed to navigate (pilotage).

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Constant ability to pinpoint location of aircraft using charts, even between checkpoints.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Enroute - Communications in TRSA

II. SITUATION The route of flight passes through a terminal radar service area (TRSA).

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Communication is established with ATC for VFR flight following.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Enroute - Endurance

II. SITUATION A cross-country or local flight.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
Constant awareness of aircraft endurance (in response to question by instructor).
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Descent - \( V_{FE} \) Limit

II. SITUATION The instructor directs the flight so as to require a descent over a short distance. He tells the student to lower the flaps and descend at a rate (in feet per minute) that will cause \( V_{FE} \) to be exceeded.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

The student points out the conflict and does not exceed \( V_{FE} \).
I. TITLE Landing - Collision Avoidance

II. SITUATION On Base Leg, the instructor tells the student to observe the approaching runway and the glide path he will follow.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS) The student should direct his visual attention to the extended runway centerline beyond his approach path and check for in-coming traffic.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Landing - Disturbed approach path

II. SITUATION  Following a slip demonstration, the instructor

   lets the aircraft fly to the right or left of the runway

   centerline to a position which would make an attempted

   landing possible, but dangerous. He gives control of the

   aircraft to the student.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Go-Around.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Landing - Checklist Versus Communications

II. SITUATION The instructor tells the student to call ground control prior to reaching that item on the check-list, or prior to completing the post landing check.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
The student completes the post landing check prior to calling ground control.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE
Landing - Runway Occupied

II. SITUATION
An aircraft pulls out onto the runway
(simulated).

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
Go-around.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Landing - High Approach

II. SITUATION  The approach is too high.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Go-around.
I. TITLE  Landing - Radio Reports

II. SITUATION  Failure to make radio reports in the traffic pattern.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Make radio reports.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

1. TITLE  Landing - Pattern entry

11. SITUATION  Improper traffic pattern entry. Student enters pattern on leg other than downwind. This is applied at a non-controlled airport.

111. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

   Enter the pattern on the proper leg.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE  Landing - Cloud Clearance

II. SITUATION  Clouds are present 100 to 300 feet above pattern altitude, while aircraft is operating in the traffic pattern.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Maintain cloud clearance required by the regulations for VFR flight.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Landing - Aircraft Separation

II. SITUATION An approach to a runway is made with another aircraft ahead. The separation between aircraft is decreasing.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Evasive action is being taken, such as a decrease in airspeed or a go-around.
I. TITLE Landing - Crosswind when busy

II. SITUATION A suggestion is made by the instructor to conduct crosswind landings at an uncontrolled field. The field is busy with four or more aircraft in the traffic pattern.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
The student suggests that the landings be made on the runway being used by the other aircraft for safety reasons.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

1. TITLE  Landing - Communications awareness

II. SITUATION  Traffic pattern operations at an uncontrolled field are conducted with other aircraft in the pattern.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)

Constant awareness of other aircrafts' communications to unicom, in response to a question regarding another aircraft's position.
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE Landing

II. SITUATION The approach to landing is being made in gusty conditions.

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
    Partial flap extension, and higher approach speed.
UNIT VI

MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTION

This judgment training program is more than just a collection of related facts and ideas for students to learn. It is a carefully designed educational system. Using this system produces an overall result that is greater than what is attainable by random presentation of the individual parts. To achieve the maximum benefits of this system, it needs management.

This unit is a guide to effective instructional system management. The materials presented here are to keep everything orderly, to optimize judgment training. These materials are designed to aid both the individual instructor in managing the training of his or her students and the training supervisor for a group of flight instructors engaged in judgment training activities.

Items provided include the following:

PRINCIPLES OF JUDGMENT INSTRUCTION . . . . . PAGE 6-2
This summary of the principles of judgment instruction is an aid to thoroughly understanding the program's various segments.

SCHEDULE OF STUDENT WORK . . . . . . . . . PAGE 6-4
This is a master plan for scheduling training activities for your students.

SET OF MASTER COPIES . . . . . . . . . . . PAGE 6-5
A set of original documents of all the instructional materials and forms required. Page 6-5 provides information about how many copies of each are needed.

USE OF THE INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST AND LESSON PLAN . . . . . . . . . . . PAGE 6-23
This reference tells you how to prepare for the in-flight training sessions and how to use the instructor checklist and lesson plan in conjunction with your teaching activities.

TRAINING MISSION EXAMPLE . . . . . . . . . PAGE 6-25
This is a narrative description of a sample judgment training mission.

ANSWER KEYS FOR POSTCHECK . . . . . . . . . PAGE 6-30
This is the answer key for the postcheck which is lesson 13 in the Student Manual.
Knowing the principles upon which this entire program is founded will help you to deliver it with more positive effect upon your students. Although a discussion of each principle listed below is presented within the body of the Instructor Manual, this summary review may help you to more clearly understand each segment of the program.

1. The Student Manual is simple to understand, and it is repetitive. This is for two beneficial reasons: 1) the simplicity produces frequent success experiences giving the student a continuing exposure to positive reinforcement; 2) the repetition builds good judgment habits and refreshes the memory so that information can be readily recalled in a variety of circumstances, not just in the context in which it was learned.

2. The Student Manual presents numerous true stories to stimulate the student's interest in and appreciation of the need for good pilot judgment. Discussions of these stories and similar ones from the instructor's personal experience are important for developing the student's judgment.

3. The instructor profoundly affects the student as a role model and as an opinion shaper. The instructor's attitudes to safe flying and to the judgment training material may influence the student's judgment more than does the content of the flight training program.

4. Instruction is greatly improved when the instructor acts as a coach and consistently uses the principles of behavior modification.

5. Use of the special judgment concepts in conversations with the student effectively focuses instruction on judgment related training, encourages proper use of behavior modification, and increases the student's ability to provide the self-generated feedback upon which good judgment depends.

6. Knowing how to recognize and respond to hazardous thinking and high stress is very important to exercising good pilot judgment. The instructor encourages the student to develop these skills, but never attempts to analyze or to modify the student's personality.

7. The student learns concepts and behavioral techniques, then repeatedly applies this learning to relevant flight situations during ground and flight training. The five
applications lessons and the in-flight experiential activities are purposely spaced throughout the standard private pilot training course in order to build new behavior habits through repeated reinforcement and continuing student involvement. Having a student merely "learn about" the judgment concepts and behavioral aspects cannot be expected to change pilot judgment. Therefore, an intensive learning format which teaches only the content of the Student Manual over a few days is not acceptable. Spaced practice that includes repetition and feedback with positive reinforcement is essential to the success of this judgment training program.
### PILOT JUDGMENT TRAINING

#### SCHEDULE OF STUDENT WORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAINING SEGMENT</th>
<th>NUMBER OF LESSONS</th>
<th>WHEN TO SCHEDULE</th>
<th>EXERCISE REVIEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit I of Student Manual</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>During student's work on the first 10 percent of standard ground school training.</td>
<td>None required; oral quizzing is suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit II of Student Manual</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>During student's work on the first 25 percent of standard ground school training.</td>
<td>Lessons 11, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit III of Student Manual</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>At same time student is working on similar materials in standard ground school training: See suggested schedule on page 3-2.</td>
<td>Lessons 14, 15, 16, 17, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Flight Concept Lessons</td>
<td>9 lessons total: 3 on each mental process</td>
<td>Randomly during flight training. Suggested starting point is about three lessons before the student is expected to solo. <strong>PREREQUISITE:</strong> Student Manual unit I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Flight Behavioral Situations</td>
<td>9 or more lessons total: 3 or more per lesson</td>
<td>Randomly during flight training. Suggested starting point is after the student has flown solo 3 to 4 times. <strong>PREREQUISITE:</strong> Student Manual unit 2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Immediately following this page are the master copies of every form you will need for delivering judgment training. BE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO MARK ON THESE MASTER COPY PAGES OF YOUR INSTRUCTOR MANUAL! You may want to remove the pages listed below and keep them in a file for safekeeping and for easy access when you need to make more copies. It would be wise to remove them now and to make a set of copies which you insert into the manual in place of the original pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
<th>NEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Progress Record I and II</td>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>1 each per student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor Checklist/Lesson Plan Form</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>10 to 20 per student (you may wish to print page 6-9 on the back)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor Lesson Plan Blank (unit IV)</td>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>1 for each unit IV concept lesson you make up yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgment Situation Record Blank (unit V)</td>
<td>6-11</td>
<td>1 for each unit V behavioral situation you make up yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcheck Forms (lesson 13 in Student Manual)</td>
<td>6-12 thru 6-22</td>
<td>1 to 3 per student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Answer keys for the postchecks appear beginning on page 6-30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Pilot Judgment Training

**Student Progress Record I: Student Manual Lessons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Lesson</th>
<th>Student Assignments</th>
<th>Assigned</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Read.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Read. Do drills.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Read. Do Assessment Inventory.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Read. Do Situation Exercises.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Read. Do Situation Exercises.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Read. Do Situation Exercises.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Read. Do Situation Exercises.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Read. Do Situation Exercises.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Memorize Antidotes. Do Exercises.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Do Exercises. Discuss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Practice Relaxation Technique.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Take Postcheck - Form Used: A B C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Do Exercises. Discuss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Do Exercises. Discuss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Do Exercises. Discuss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Do Exercises. Discuss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Do Exercises. Discuss.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Pilot Judgment Training

**Student Progress Record II: In-Flight Lessons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Instructor Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson Number</th>
<th>Mental Process</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Lesson Number</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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## INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST
### IN-FLIGHT LESSONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Concept Lesson</th>
<th>Do</th>
<th>No Do</th>
<th>Under Do</th>
<th>Over Do</th>
<th>Early Do</th>
<th>Late Do</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN
### CONCEPT LESSONS

### PART I
Mental Process = AR _____ PR _____ RR _____

### PART II
Activity _____________________________

### PART III
Reinforcements
Pilot: ________________________________

Aircraft: ____________________________

Environment: ________________________

Comments: __________________________
CONCEPT LESSONS CHECKLIST

1. Focus on one mental process.

2. Before the lesson, plan positive reinforcements for each of the three subject areas.

3. The chosen observable behavior is to indicate success at using the mental process being practiced.

4. Praise correct behavior.

5. Correct errors by coaching. Use the judgment concepts to do this.

6. Debrief afterwards, encouraging the student to reflect on how he or she handled potential hazardous thoughts, stress, and poor judgment behavior chains.

BEHAVIORAL SITUATIONS CHECKLIST

1. Set up the situation in advance, and plan your actions to convince the student this is a routine flight.

2. Anticipate the student's possible reactions. Be ready to discuss the student's initial questioning or poor judgment behaviors.

3. Give the student feedback using the judgment concepts.

4. Encourage the student to review his or her own handling of hazardous thinking and stress after the practice.
INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

PART I  Objective (Mental Process Presented) = AR___ PR___ RR___

PART II  Activity: ____________________________________________

PART III  Observable Behavior Sought: ____________________________

PART IV  Reinforcements (give positive reinforcements by focusing on the three subject areas).
1. Pilot: ______________________________________________________
2. Aircraft: ___________________________________________________
3. Environment: ____________________________________________
JUDGMENT SITUATION RECORD

I. TITLE

II. SITUATION

III. CRITICAL ACTIONS (BEHAVIORS)
Postcheck: Form A

This postcheck has two purposes. First, it is intended to reinforce your judgment training. Second, if for some reason you may not have mastered any part of that training, the postcheck will help you identify and remedy that problem.

INSTRUCTIONS

You will recognize the form of the following two scenarios from unit II of your earlier training. Underline the hazardous thought. Write its name and the correct antidote next to it in the space provided to the right. Do this for both scenarios. Remember that there will be several hazardous thoughts in each. This is not a timed test, and it is important that you identify all of the hazardous thoughts. Check your responses after you have finished, then return the postcheck to your flight instructor for grading.
Situation One.

On a pleasure flight with 2 passengers, the pilot was told that one of the passengers had become very ill. He was a diabetic who apparently was in shock. Unable to stand the pressure of the decision, the pilot quickly asked the other passenger what to do. Should he continue the flight in the hope that the passenger would recover, or should he return home for medical attention? The other passenger became angry and said, "That is not for me to decide. Don't you have any regulations that tell you what to do in this situation? Call the airport for instructions." Since he was not sure what to do, and since the passenger was so demanding in his comments, the pilot thought, "Yeah, I better call for instructions. No sense getting that guy more upset than he is. I guess the customer is always right."

He called ahead and was told to return to the departure point where an ambulance would be waiting to take the sick man to the hospital.

He said to the passenger, "I hate to inconvenience you this way but orders are orders. It's not my decision. I'm only doing what I'm told to do."

The passenger seemed surprised at this statement and became further irritated saying, "You're really some pilot! I'd hate to have my life in your hands if I got sick!"

The pilot became angry and said, "Look, I'm the boss here and what I say goes. Your lives are in my hands now and I'm the one who is handling this situation. Just because someone feels sick is no reason to change a flight plan. I don't care what the airport says. That guy might be drunk for all I know. Those bureaucrats
in Washington are forever making rules. Who are they to tell me when to turn back or continue?"

As he calmed down, however, he thought to himself, "Maybe the man is really sick; perhaps I'd better get him help immediately."

He returned to the departure airport and the sick passenger, who had lapsed into a coma, was rushed to the hospital.

The pilot was deeply disturbed by his near mistake and immediately decided never to fly again.

Situation Two.

George and Jack are on a pleasure flight late in the afternoon. George, the pilot, has been flying for almost six months and he is feeling quite proud of his flying ability. He brags to Jack that he is one of the best pilots at the local airport, and that he knows more about flying than a lot of the old timers who seem to be doing everything by the book. He says, "Flying by the book is unnecessary. All of those regulations are devised by some petty bureaucrats in Washington who probably have never been in an airplane."

Jack has heard all of this before and is irritated by it. He feels that George brags too much. He reminds George that he is not so great since he does not have much night flying and is not instrument rated.

George is irritated by this. He tells Jack that he has never had an accident, and that he is sure that he never will. He decides to fly to another airport, two hours away, thinking, "I'll show him that I can handle night flying." He tells Jack that it would be better to fly on since the new destination has more "action" in its area than the airport they were originally approaching. Jack does not
seem to mind, though he does remark that this will mean flying in one half hour of darkness. George says, "Don't worry; nothing bad can happen to us." They both have a laugh and the decision does not bother Jack.

As they fly into darkness, George becomes a bit nervous since he cannot locate the landmarks. He thinks, "Why don't they provide better lighting in these areas so a pilot can see?" He does not let Jack know about his apprehension, but rather continues to boast about how well he is flying his aircraft.

Finally George sees an airport ahead and makes his approach. He is so nervous that he hardly listens to his landing instructions. He lands without a problem and feels quite relieved. Jack apologizes to George saying that he had underestimated his abilities.

As they taxi the airplane to the parking area, George realizes that he has landed at the wrong airport, that the one he intended to land at is 10 miles further east. He thinks, "You would think they'd identify the airports better so pilots would not be misled."
Postcheck: Form B

This postcheck has two purposes. First, it is intended to reinforce your judgment training. Second, if for some reason you may not have mastered any part of that training, the postcheck will help you identify and remedy that problem.

Student Name_________________________________________ Date__________________

INSTRUCTIONS

You will recognize the form of the following two scenarios from unit II of your earlier training. Underline the hazardous thought. Write its name and the correct antidote next to it in the space provided to the right. Do this for both scenarios. Remember that there will be several hazardous thoughts in each. This is not a timed test, and it is important that you identify all of the hazardous thoughts, so check your paper after you have finished, then return it to your flight instructor for grading.
Situation One.

The pilot and his companion had been drinking for two hours before their flight from a local airport. As they walked toward their airplane the pilot said, "I can drink with the best of them and still fly at the same time." He continued by telling his friend that there is less chance of an accident in the air than there is for someone who drives a car. "After all," he said, "there's nothing up here but fresh air. Who is going to run into us at this height?"

As the flight began, the airplane was flown somewhat erratically but neither man noticed it. Instead they had a few more drinks and thoroughly enjoyed them. The companion suggested that they do a few loops, just to keep the flight interesting. The pilot remarked, "Loops? I don't think I know how to do them. Ah, let's try a few anyway. After all, the only thing that could go wrong is for us to get upset from the dizziness."

He then started to do his loops without checking his altitude, which was quite low. The companion noticed this and screamed, "You're too low for this. You want to get us killed?" The pilot was very annoyed and answered, "Who is in charge of this airplane, you or me? I know what I'm doing. Now you just relax and watch me put her through some action. If things go wrong, it's not our doing. It's in the cards if your time is up. But don't worry, Lady Luck is going to be with me."

Observers on the ground reported later that they had seen the aircraft making repeated loops at low altitude. During the last loop, the pilot had exceeded the design limitations of the airplane and both wings separated from the aircraft.
Both men were killed. Autopsies showed that both men had blood alcohol levels exceeding .085%.

Situation Two.

On a flight from Baltimore to Hartford, the pilot neglected to get an up-to-date weather forecast. In fact, he left Baltimore in such a hurry that he did not take the time to do a proper preflight inspection of the engine. He felt that he had to arrive at Hartford before 4 p.m. so that he would not miss an important engagement. He had therefore dispensed with the preflight check and the weather briefing.

Enroute to Hartford, the weather was getting progressively worse, and snow was beginning to fall. He noticed that ice was beginning to form on his wings. This frightened him and he quickly went to a lower altitude, hoping that this would help the icing problem. It did not and ice continued to form. He was now flying below the recommended altitude.

He was not sure what to do. In fact, in his fear, he was almost unable to do anything. He thought, "Perhaps I should radio for help; no, I won't radio for assistance. What would they think of me if they knew the problem I got myself into. Better to let sleeping dogs lie."

"But what if my carburetor starts to ice? I'm not even sure what procedure I should use in that situation. I better fly close to the ground so I can be sure of where I'm going." He descended even further, despite knowing that this violated regulations and jeopardized his safety even further. He was confused and not certain what to do.

As he flew on, he narrowly missed a small mountain ridge. This panicked him further and he decided to make an emergency
landing. He started making an approach even though he had not decided where to land.

Finally, at an altitude of 250 feet, he picked a paved road. Without checking for traffic, he pointed his airplane toward it and made an emergency landing. Two cars ran off the road to avoid colliding with the oncoming airplane. He stopped the plane and left it on the road, cursing about the bad weather that caused his problems.
Postcheck: Form C

This postcheck has two purposes. First, it is intended to reinforce your judgment training. Second, if for some reason you may not have mastered any part of that training, the postcheck will help you identify and remediate that problem.

Student Name_________________________ Date____________________

INSTRUCTIONS

You will recognize the form of the following two scenarios from unit II of your earlier training. Underline the hazardous thought. Write its name and the correct antidote next to it in the space provided to the right. Do this for both scenarios. Remember that there will be several hazardous thoughts in each. This is not a timed test, and it is important that you identify all the hazardous thoughts, so check your paper over after you have finished, then return it to your flight instructor for grading.
Situation One.

On a flight over hilly terrain, the pilot notices that her fuel gauge is not operating. She calculates that she has approximately two hours of flight before reaching her destination, a small airport in western Pennsylvania. But she is not certain of the amount of fuel in the tanks, since she neglected to refuel at the last airport. She has also neglected to monitor the operation of the fuel gauge during the flight.

She thinks, "I should have topped off the tanks at the last stop. That would have given me plenty of fuel to make the trip. But who has time to follow all those procedures that are written for novices who don't know anything about flying and make dumb mistakes. Besides, nothing has ever happened to me, even in situations worse than this."

She quickly decides to keep flying, thinking that "If something goes wrong, well, that's life."

As she flies on, it suddenly occurs to her that she may be nearly out of fuel. She suddenly thinks, "Maybe I have a fuel leak and the fuel tanks are empty!" She immediately begins to make an emergency landing.

She begins her descent to a hilly and forested area. She says to her passengers, "We're practically out of fuel. I'm heading for that small clearing before the engines quit. Fasten your seatbelts tightly and hold on, because we're probably going to make a very hard landing."

The landing damages the left wing and tail section but no one is injured. After she gets out of the airplane, she checks the fuel tanks and finds them half-full. She
says to herself, "Dumb mechanics, if they did their job carefully, my gauge would not have broken."

**Situation Two.**

A pilot and his friend were flying a Cessna Skylark cross country to Tucson under visual flight rules.

Halfway to his destination, the pilot noticed the weather was deteriorating.

This concerned him because he wanted to reach his destination that day. He calculated his fuel reserve, and determined that he had just enough to make it to Tucson. He then decided not to make a planned refueling stop. He reasoned, "what can go wrong? I should make it with some to spare. I'd rather get to Tucson right away than be struck at some small airport waiting for weather to improve."

Approaching the Tucson area, he realized that the weather was worse than he had anticipated, and strong headwinds had caused the airplane to use far more fuel than he had allowed for. He thought, "This crummy weather is really botching up my flight." His friend remarked that he should have refueled. He answered "Once I make up my mind that I have made the right decision, nobody is going to tell me differently."

As he made his landing approach to Tucson, he could not see the runway clearly. Instead of going around for a second try, he landed anyway. The aircraft was not aligned with the runway, and it ran off the surface into the grass. The pilot blamed the landing mishap on the bad weather and the distraction of arguing with his friend.
USE OF THE
INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST AND LESSON PLAN

USE THIS FORM TO:

1) Plan and Prepare for the in-flight judgment training session;
2) Record notes about student performance; and,
3) Guide debriefing afterwards.

CONCEPT LESSONS USAGE

1) Before the training session, fill in parts I, II, and III of the INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN (the right side of the form). Use the appropriate lesson plan from unit IV to guide you.

2) On the INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST side of the form (the left side), enter these two reference information items:
   a) Directly below the "CONCEPT LESSON" subheading enter in the (#) box the lesson number for this student's concept lessons. Obtain this from the Student Progress Record. For instance, if this is the student's second concept lesson, then enter a "2".
   b) In the (p.) box, enter the page number in the Instructor Manual where the original lesson plan is located. If you have created your own lesson plan, write a brief description of the lesson itself.

3) During the lesson, use the concept lesson section of the Instructor Checklist to make notes on student performance. In the performance columns, place a letter for the subject area or areas of the student's poor judg- ments beneath the column heading of the related action way. For example, if the student does not lower the flaps far enough, you probably would write "A/E" in the "Under Do" column.

4) Make general notes for the debriefing session in one of two places, across the bottom of the "Concept Lesson" section of the "Performance" column, or in the "Comments" section of the Instructor Lesson Plan.
5) Notes for debriefing should include:

a) What the student did well
b) What the student needs help with
c) An outline of any poor judgment chains you thought could be developing
d) Reminders about the hazardous thoughts and stress reduction if you believe the student should take special note of these factors with regard to his or her performance on this lesson's activities.

BEHAVIORAL SITUATIONS USAGE:

1) Before the training session, fill in the following reference information beneath the BEHAVIORAL SITUATIONS subheading.

a) In the(#) box, write the lesson number for this student's behavioral situations lessons. Obtain this from the Student Progress Record. For instance, if this is the student's sixth concept lesson, then enter a "6".

b) In the(p.) box, enter the page number in the Instructor Manual where the original "Judgment Situation Record" is located. If you have created your own lesson plan, write a brief description of the lesson's content.

2) During the lesson, make notes on student performance in the "Behavioral Situations" section of the checklist. Write the subject area code letters in the appropriate action way columns to outline each poor judgment. When the student uses good judgment and does not go along with the situation, write "OK" or place a checkmark in the "Do" column. You might also write brief notes on things especially well done, so you can compliment the student on it as soon as possible after the situation practice has ended.

3) You may wish to use this form to review student's overall performance on the Behavioral Situations as you do your Concept Lesson debriefing at the end of the training session. This is okay, but do not fail to respond to the student immediately after each behavioral situation.

4) Remember to keep this portion of the form out of the student's view to avoid revealing the situations being presented.
TRAINING MISSION EXAMPLE

This is an example of a judgment training mission. The concept lesson to be administered and the behavioral situations have been selected for the flight and are recorded on the instructor's checklist. All necessary preparation has been completed before the student's expected arrival time.

Concept lesson to be administered:
Transitions using flaps

Judgment situations to be administered:
Pre-flight - fuel selector screw
Pre-flight - shoulder harness
Enroute - VFR altitude
Enroute - over water

Instructor Preparation:
Remove fuel selector screw
Stow shoulder harness
Locate available over-water practice area
Locate area of scattered clouds at 3,000 to 6,000 feet.
MISSION NARRATIVE

The instructor informs the student they will meet at 2:00 p.m. for a training flight. The student is told to have the aircraft ready to fly. The instructor arrives at the appointed time and verifies that the student has the aircraft ready to fly. The instructor intentionally makes no attempt to release the stowed shoulder harness.

Pre-flight - Fuel Selector Screw

The student advises the instructor that he discovered the fuel selector screw missing during the pre-flight check. He found it on the carpet, and used a screwdriver from one of the mechanics to replace the screw. While buckling his seat belt, the instructor offers positive reinforcement for the student's act of good judgment regarding the fuel selector. Instructor, "You were very alert to fix the loose fuel selector. Good work." The student also buckles his seat belt but makes no attempt to remove the stowed shoulder harness.

Pre-flight - Shoulder Harness

The student continues with the pre-flight. At this time, the instructor says in a non-critical manner, "I notice that you don't have your shoulder harness on. Are you aware of the FARs concerning seat belts?" The student replies affirmatively. The instructor then asks, "What type of poor judgment action way does this represent?" The student answers, "This was a No Do; I should have fastened my shoulder harness, but I did not do it." The instructor gives positive reinforcement (praise, smile) for this correct poor judgment diagnosis, and he adds "Don't let my poor judgment influence yours - you must always make your own judgment."

They both then fasten their shoulder harnesses and continue with takeoff preparations. The run-up and takeoff proceed normally. The aircraft is in flight at 2,000 feet AGL in the local practice area. The instructor directs the student to climb to 4,000 feet and "to head out in that direction for some air work" (the instructor points east toward the ocean). The student replies, "Sir, the FARs state that for flights above 3,000 feet AGL on an easterly heading, we must maintain odd thousands plus 500 feet. Wouldn't 5,500 be a better choice?" The instructor compliments the student (positive reinforcement) for recognizing a potential poor judgment situation.

Transitions Using Flaps

The concept lesson is then conducted by the instructor. It is devoted to training in transitions from cruise to minimum controllable flight using various flap settings. Emphasis is
placed on developing the student's learning of the automatic reaction (AR) mental processes. The instructor provides positive reinforcement when appropriate, and when an error occurs, points out the subject areas and action ways in question.

The student is told to establish slow flight at minimum controllable airspeed (MCA), which he does by reducing power and extending flaps, adding power as MCA is neared to avoid a stall. The instructor queries the student, "you are sure we are clear of other traffic in the area?" The student replies, "No, I should have made clearing turns while I was setting up the aircraft." The instructor reinforces this, "Yes, that was a No Do action. You should have been more aware of your environment. What you are doing well however, is understanding and controlling the pitch-power relationship." The student replies, "Yes, I feel I am doing pretty well with that." The instructor then says, "Very good. Now retract the flaps, maintaining your present airspeed and altitude." The student retracts the flaps and reduces power as he raises the aircraft pitch attitude. Pointing to the altimeter, which reads 100 feet below target altitude, the instructor comments, "You should have raised your pitch a little more - that was an Under Do with regard to the aircraft. Not a bad job though!" Recovery from slow flight is then initiated, and the airwork continues.

Enroute - VFR altitude

The airwork continues. Over the water the student notices an increasing presence of clouds at their current altitude. He says to the instructor, "Soon we will be unable to maintain VFR at this altitude. Why don't we descend to 3,500 to get beneath these clouds." "Good observation and decision," the instructor replies. "Your repeated reviewing of the environment has helped you avoid getting into a poor judgment situation." The student maintains 3,500 feet and continues to head northwest away from the shoreline.

Enroute - Over Water

The instructor queries the student, "As a test of your problem resolving abilities tell me what would you do now if you lost all power and needed to make an immediate emergency landing?" The student thinks for a few moments, and then answers "I might have to ditch in the water. I'm afraid I wasn't paying attention, and possibly we are beyond our power-off gliding distance to land." The instructor pursues, "That's correct. In your favor, though, you have broken your poor judgment chain by correctly identifying your judgment error of flying an unknown distance from land. Now tell me, what was the subject area and the action way for this judgment?"
The student answers, "Well, the subject area is a combination of aircraft and environment because I didn't consider the limited gliding range of my aircraft in relation to how far I had travelled over water and away from land. The action way is Do. I should have not let myself unintentionally get that far from land." The instructor replies, "Very good. You clearly understand your error. Let's call it a day. Head us back to the airport."

Debriefing

On the ground, the instructor and the student review the flight in a debriefing session. The instructor begins by saying, "You did pretty well today. I planned five judgment training activities for you, and you handled three of them correctly on your own: the missing screw for the fuel selector, the suggestion to fly at an incorrect altitude, and the encounter with clouds while VFR. You did fail to make proper use of the shoulder harness, and you almost let yourself get too far from land at one point."

The instructor continues the discussion with the student about how a poor judgment chain could develop if the pilot ever found himself over water with engine problems and was aware of whether or not he could glide back to land. Lesson two is discussed, the student being queried which mental processes he was using. "It seemed I was using automatic reaction," he says. The instructor then reminds the student of the observable behavior sought in each subject area, and provides any useful advice for possible improvements.

At the end of the discussion, the instructor asks, "Do you remember having any hazardous thoughts during the flight?" The student says "no". The instructor then asks, "How about your stress level - did it ever increase to where you felt uneasy or distracted?"

The student says, "Most of the flight I was calm and doing fine. I did get a bit rattled after I realized I didn't know whether or not I could get back to land in an emergency situation. It didn't last very long, but I did think to relax myself and to deal with the situation at hand." The instructor positively affirms the student's self awareness of a change in stress level. He then declares that the flight has ended, and they make arrangements for the next training session.
### Instructor Checklist

#### In-Flight Lessons

**Student Name:** _SAMPLE MISSION_  
**Date:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCEPT LESSON</strong></td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEHAVIORAL SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preflight Fuel Selector Screw</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preflight Shoulder Harness</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enroute VFR Altitude</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enroute - Over Water</td>
<td>A/E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments:** Stopped PJ chain when realized he was over water.

### Instructor Lesson Plan

#### Concept Lessons

**PART I**  
Mental Process: AR _X_ PR RR

**PART II**  
Activity: Transitions from cruise to minimum controllable flight using various flap settings

**PART III**  
Reinforcements

Pilot: Good understanding of the pitch-power relationship

Aircraft: Good job of avoiding a possible stall by adding power before raising the nose.

Environment: Cleared the area for traffic while setting up for slow flight.

**Comments:**

---

---

---
**Situation One.**

On a pleasure flight with 2 passengers, the pilot was told that one of the passengers had become very ill. He was a diabetic who apparently was in shock. Unable to stand the pressure of the decision, the pilot quickly asked the other passenger what to do. Should he continue the flight in the hope that the passenger would recover, or should he return home for medical attention? The other passenger became angry and said, "That is not for me to decide. Don't you have any regulations that tell you what to do in this situation? Call the airport for instructions." Since he was not sure what to do, and since the passenger was so demanding in his comments, the pilot thought, "Yeah, I better call for instructions. No sense getting that guy more upset than he is. I guess the customer is always right."

He called ahead and was told to return to the departure point where an ambulance would be waiting to take the sick man to the hospital.

He said to the passenger, "I hate to inconvenience you this way but orders are orders. It's not my decision. I'm only doing what I'm told to do."

The passenger seemed surprised at this statement and became further irritated saying, "You're really some pilot! I'd hate to have my life in your hands if I got sick!"

The pilot became angry and said, "Look, I'm the boss here and what I say goes. Your lives are in my hands now and I'm the one who is handling this situation. Just because someone feels sick is no reason

**IMPULSIVITY:** Not so fast. Think first.

**EXTERNAL CONTROL:** I'm not helpless. I can make a difference.

**MACHO:** Risks don't make me fly better, they make me a fool.
to change a flight plan. I don't care what the airport says. That guy might be drunk for all I know. Those bureaucrats in Washington are forever making rules. Who are they to tell me when to turn back or continue?"

As he calmed down, however, he thought to himself, "Maybe the man is really sick; perhaps I'd better get him help immediately."

He returned to the departure airport and the sick passenger, who had lapsed into a coma, was rushed to the hospital.

The pilot was deeply disturbed by his near mistake and immediately decided never to fly again.

Situation Two.

George and Jack are on a pleasure flight late in the afternoon. George, the pilot, has been flying for almost six months and he is feeling quite proud of his flying ability. He brags to Jack that he is one of the best pilots at the local airport, and that he knows more about flying than a lot of the old timers who seem to be doing everything by the book. He says, "Flying by the book is unnecessary. All of those regulations are devised by some petty bureaucrats in Washington who probably have never been in an airplane."

Jack has heard all of this before and is irritated by it. He feels that George brags too much. He reminds George that he is not so great since he does not have much night flying and is not instrument rated.
George is irritated by this. He tells Jack that he has never had an accident, and that he is sure that he never will. He decides to fly to another airport, two hours away, thinking, "I'll show him that I can handle night flying." He tells Jack that it would be better to fly on since the new destination has more "action" in its area than the airport they were originally approaching. Jack does not seem to mind, though he does remark that this will mean flying in one half hour of darkness. George says, "Don't worry; nothing bad can happen to us." They both have a laugh and the decision does not bother Jack.

As they fly into darkness, George becomes a bit nervous since he cannot locate the landmarks. He thinks, "Why don't they provide better lighting in these areas so a pilot can see." He does not let Jack know about his apprehension, but rather continues to boast about how well he is flying his aircraft.

Finally George sees an airport ahead and makes his approach. He is so nervous that he hardly listens to his landing instructions. He lands without a problem and feels quite relieved. Jack apologizes to George saying that he had underestimated his abilities.

As they taxi the airplane to the parking area, George realizes that he has landed at the wrong airport, that the one he intended to land at is 10 miles further east. He thinks, "You would think they'd identify the airports better so pilots would not be misled."
Sit on One.

The F- and his companion had been drinking for two hours before their flight from a local airport. As they walked toward their airplane the pilot said, "I can drink with the best of them and still fly at the same time." He continued by telling his friend that there is less chance of an accident in the air than there is for someone who drives a car. "After all," he said, "there's nothing up here but fresh air. Who is going to run into us at this height?"

As the flight began, the airplane was flown somewhat erratically but neither man noticed it. Instead they had a few more drinks and thoroughly enjoyed them. The companion suggested that they do a few loops, just to keep the flight interesting. The pilot remarked, "Loops?" I don't think I know how to do them. Ah, let's try a few anyway. After all, the only thing that could go wrong is for us to get upset from the dizziness.

He then started to do his loops without checking his altitude, which was quite low. The companion noticed this and screamed, "You're too low for this. You want to get us killed?" The pilot was very annoyed and answered, "Who is in charge of this airplane, you or me? I know what I'm doing. Now you just relax and watch me put her through some action. If things go wrong, it's not our doing. It's in the cards if your time is up. But don't worry, Lady Luck is going to be with me."

Observers on the ground reported later that they had seen the aircraft making repeated loops at low altitude. During
the last loop, the pilot had exceeded the design limitations of the airplane and both wings separated from the aircraft. Both men were killed. Autopsies showed that both men had blood alcohol levels exceeding .085%.

Situation Two.

On a flight from Baltimore to Hartford, the pilot neglected to get an up-to-date weather forecast. In fact, he left Baltimore in such a hurry that he did not take the time to do a proper pre-flight inspection of the engine. He felt that he had to arrive at Hartford before 4 p.m. so that he would not miss an important engagement. He had therefore dispensed with the pre-flight check and the weather briefing.

Enroute to Hartford, the weather was getting progressively worse, and snow was beginning to fall. He noticed that ice was beginning to form on his wings. This frightened him and he quickly went to a lower altitude, hoping that this would help the icing problem. It did not and ice continued to form. He was now flying below the recommended altitude.

He was not sure what to do. In fact, in his fear, he was almost unable to do anything. He thought, "Perhaps I should radio for help; no, I won't radio for assistance. What would they think of me if they knew the problem I got myself into. Better to let sleeping dogs lie."

ANTI-AUTHORITY: Use the rules, they are usually right.

IMPULSIVITY: Not so fast. Think first.

IMPULSIVITY: Not so fast. Think first.

MACHO: Risks don't make me fly better, they make me a fool.
"But what if my carburetor starts to ice? I'm not even sure what procedure I should use in that situation. I better fly close to the ground so I can be sure of where I'm going." He descended even further, despite knowing that this violated regulations and jeopardized his safety even further. He was confused and not certain what to do.

As he flew on, he narrowly missed a small mountain ridge. This panicked him further and he decided to make an emergency landing. He started making an approach even though he had not decided where to land.

Finally, at an altitude of 250 feet, he picked a paved road. Without checking for traffic, he pointed his airplane toward it and made an emergency landing. Two cars ran off the road to avoid colliding with the oncoming airplane. He stopped the plane and left it on the road, cursing about the bad weather that caused his problems.
Postcheck: Form C

Situation One.

On a flight over hilly terrain, the pilot notices that her fuel gauge is not operating. She calculates that she has approximately two hours of flight before reaching her destination, a small airport in western Pennsylvania. But she is not certain of the amount of fuel in the tanks, since she neglected to refuel at the last airport. She has also neglected to monitor the operation of the fuel gauge during the flight.

She thinks, "I should have topped off the tanks at the last stop. That would have given me plenty of fuel to make the trip. But who has time to follow all those procedures that are written for novices who don't know anything about flying and make dumb mistakes? Besides, nothing has ever happened to me, even in situations worse than this."

She quickly decides to keep flying, thinking that "If something goes wrong, well, that's life."

As she flies on, it suddenly occurs to her that she may be nearly out of fuel. She suddenly thinks, "Maybe I have a fuel leak and the fuel tanks are empty!" She immediately begins to make an emergency landing.

She begins her descent to a hilly and forested area. She says to her passengers, "We're practically out of fuel. "I'm heading for that small clearing before the engines quit. Fasten your seatbelts tightly and hold on, because we're probably going to make a very hard landing."

The landing damages the left wing and tail section but no one is injured. After she gets out of the airplane, she checks the
fuel tanks and finds them half-full. She says to herself, "Dumb mechanics, if they did their job carefully, my gauge would not have broken."

Situation Two.

A pilot and his friend were flying a Cessna Skylark cross country to Tucson under visual flight rules.

Halfway to his destination, the pilot noticed the weather was deteriorating.

This concerned him because he wanted to reach his destination that day. He calculated his fuel reserve, and determined that he had just enough to make it to Tucson. He then decided not to make a planned refueling stop. He reasoned, "what can go wrong? I should make it with some to spare. I'd rather get to Tucson right away than be stuck at some small airport waiting for weather to improve."

Approaching the Tucson area, he realized that the weather was worse than he had anticipated, and strong headwinds had caused the airplane to use far more fuel than he had allowed for. He thought, "This crummy weather is really botching up my flight." His friend remarked that he should have refueled. He answered "Once I make up my mind that I have made the right decision, nobody is going to tell me differently."

As he made his landing approach to Tucson, he could not see the runway clearly. Instead of going around for a second try, he landed anyway. The aircraft was not aligned with the runway, and it ran off the surface into the grass. The pilot blamed the landing mishap on the bad weather and the distraction of arguing with his friend.